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Executive Summary 

This report presents the results of activities undertaken to setup the project’s web site and 

collaborative infrastructure. The web site, accessible at www.decoder-project.eu, is fully 

developed with pages describing the projects and providing access to news and resources. 

The content of the web site will be updated in an on-going manner throughout the duration of 

the project. 

The collaborative infrastructure is a technical platform offering resources to facilitate the 

collaborative work of the partners including developer tools, mailing lists, wikis, social network 

accounts, etc. 

 

Keywords 

Collaborative tools, DECODER, Open source adoption, website, collaboration, infrastructure, 

wiki, social media, collateral, internal communication 

 

Acronyms and Abbreviations 

ASFM Abstract Semi-Formal Model 

DoA Description of Action 

GSL Graphical Specification Language 

OSS Open Source Software 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

WP Work Package 
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1 Introduction 

This document summarizes the initial actions related to Task 7.1 Project website and 

collaborative infrastructure set-up and administration of the DoA as of mid-February, 2019. 

The first part of this report is focused on the DECODER Public Website designed to deliver 

project key messages to all stakeholders. We provide screenshots and links to discover the 

website architecture, including the homepage and main sections with initial content. 

The second part details the DECODER Collaborative Infrastructure designed to support 

effective teamwork among the project participants. This infrastructure contributes to prepare, 

follow-up and optimize meetings and internal and public documents, marketing collateral 

(factsheet, flyers, posters, tutorials) as well as the software development activity (code, 

documentation, setup guide). 

To provide an integrated platform where documents and knowledge can be shared with the 

stakeholders, we have set up several collaboration tools, based on open source software and 

online services. These tools are summarized in the final table of this report. We will manage 

them during all the project lifecycle. 

The key online resources provided to the DECODER participants including public web site, 

mailing lists, private wiki and development tools are fully controlled by OW2 with high attention 

to privacy and security. 
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2 The Public Website 

Launched at the project kick-off in Villach (Austria), on January 24th, 2019, the DECODER 

public website is the main digital media to disseminate project results to the broad public and 

to attract interest and feedback or involvement from them. 

The DECODER-project.eu domain name has been reserved by the consortium. The URL to 

refer to, in all project public documents and presentations is: https://www.decoder-project.eu/ 

The public website is based on XWiki open source technologies, also used for the workspace 

private wiki. 

 

 

Figure 1: DECODER Website Homepage Header 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/
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Figure 2: DECODER Website Homepage Center 

 

 

Figure 3: DECODER Website Homepage Footer 
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The homepage provides direct access to the project description, objectives, news & events, 

use cases, community and social media and thus, helps the public and interested stakeholders 

to easily follow the DECODER activities and outcomes. 

As shown in Figure 4, the main menu of the website offers the following categories: 

• Discover for an overview of DECODER technologies and project objectives, including 

the methodology, the software infrastructure, and the use cases. 

• Follow for details about the consortium activities, events, press releases, press 

review, podcasts, interviews of project participant and community interactions. 

Technical news related to professional development productivity may appear here. 

• Share to disseminate project collateral, including the project logo (Figure 7) and the 

official project color scheme (Table 3), publications, presentations, and public 

deliverables. 

• About to contact the contributors, per project work package or per organisation, 

• A workspace menu directs to the private wiki and the software repository. 

 

 

Figure 4: DECODER Website Main Menu 

The website will be regularly updated with upcoming events and public talks provided during 

open source and industry conferences by project participants. 

The boxes in homepage (see Figure 2) allow recent project outcomes and project news to be 

highlighted. They can promote a new software release, a white paper, a significative 

presentation at a conference, a video or a collaboration initiative with related projects. 

The website is a work in progress and will grow along with the project stakeholders needs and 

feedbacks. 
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3 The Collaborative Infrastructure 

The DECODER Collaborative Infrastructure results form a selection of customized software 

and online services integrated to support efficient interaction between all project partners and  

the collaboration required to fulfil all project work packages. 

3.1 XWiki Collaboration Platform 

We have set up an extensive private wiki to support back office information sharing between 

the project participants. The DECODER project participants use the private wiki, to share 

working documents, and to prepare meetings, events, and deliverables (see Figure 5). 

The structure of the private wiki follows DECODER defined work packages, with eight 

dedicated spaces for each one, including sub-spaces, pages and attached documents. 

The left panel of the private wiki guides the participants from interactions, to references (with  

repository, software inventory links, templates and documents). The work package sections 

are positioned at the centre of the panel. 

Two XWiki tutorials have been created by OW2 and posted on the private wiki references, to 

share best practices among the project partners. These screencasts explains how to: 

• Attach a file: how to upload a document and create a link to this file, from a text on a 

wiki page 

• Create a new page: a tutorial to create a page related to a work package 

In January 2019, all consortium partners involved in the DECODER project received 

credentials and access rights to the private DECODER wiki. 

The private wiki is based on XWiki, a Java platform offering professional wiki features such as 

team edition, rights management, PDF format export, etc. XWiki also includes an advanced 

Form and scripting engine making it a strong Web development environment for document 

based applications. 
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Figure 5: DECODER Private Wiki 

XWiki is the collaborative platform supporting both DECODER public website and private wiki. 

3.2 Collaboration Editing Platform 

Addressing requirements formulated at the kick-off meeting and in its on-going effort for privacy 

and security, OW2 has set up a private collaborative editing platform based on LibreOffice 

Online. 

Collaborative document edition is now enabled through a LibreOffice Online instance on 

NextCloud file sharing system based on the OW2 infrastructure. 

All DECODER participants with access to the private wiki have also access to the collaborative 

editing service. They can share and edit documents (see Figure 6), using the traditional 

LibreOffice features, with tracking features and a roll-back option to restore previous versions 

of the document if needed. 

Basic instructions about collaborative editing are provided in the private wiki,  from the left 

panel Interactions section. This page provides links to eight work packages shared documents. 

It also helps the project partners to write deliverables collectively, to share more documents 

and folders, to create a new document for collaborative edition, and to control the versions of 

a file. A support link is offered to project partners requiring more help about collaborative 

editing. 
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Figure 6: DECODER Collaboration Edition 

3.3 Sympa Mailing Lists 

The DECODER mailing lists are defined through the sympa server managed by OW2. 

As of mid-February, six mailing lists have been defined for the project communication. They 

are summarized in the Table 1 below: 

Table 1: DECODER Mailing Lists 

Mailing List Name Number of 
participants 

Management URL 
(https://) 

decoder-all 31 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-all 

decoder-technical 27 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-technical 

decoder-legal 14 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-legal 

decoder-financial 18 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-financial 

decoder-ga 22 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-ga 

decoder-publication 24 mail.ow2.org/wws/review/decoder-publication 

To join all the participants in a mailing list, project partners just have to write an email to: 

“MailingListName@ow2.org”. 

3.4 Meetings and Webinars 

DECODER remote meetings are based on Zoom online services, offering screen sharing, chat 

and more collaboration opportunities. This platform is also used by OW2 to schedule weekly 

Management Office meetings and Webinars to help members and partners finding, 

implementing, and integrating innovative software. The DECODER team will be able to use 
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this platform suitable for webinars as well as recorded tutorials. The project webinar sessions 

will be stored on the OW2 WebTV Channel, based on YouTube, offering on demand session 

replay from anywhere, at anytime. 

3.5 Developer Tools 

The software development infrastructure provided to the DECODER developers is a state-of-

the-art continuous integration (CI) chain built around GitLab. This infrastructure has been set 

up allowing each participant to interact with the team on technical issues, commits or branch 

request. 

Moreover, if required, the DECODER consortium and contributors will be able to use software 

test and quality tools provided by OW2 OSCAR (Open source Software Capability Assessment 

Radar), including ScanCode for licence checking and SonarQube for unit  testing. 

3.6 Social Networks 

The social networks selected to support the DECODER dissemination activities are LinkedIn, 

Twitter and SlideShare. TheLinkedIn group has been opened to allow discussions between 

DECODER stakeholders, including research project contributors and partners. 

The Twitter account (@decoderproject) will provide rapid alerts and exchanges among the 

DECODER community and project followers. 

And, the SlideShare account will help share the DECODER public presentations, which will 

also be displayed on the public website. 

3.7 Collaboration Software and Services 

The collaboration software and services set up for the DECODER project are summarized in 

the Table 2 below. This list will evolve according to the consortium needs. 

Table 2: Collaboration Tools and Services 

Collaboration Platform 
Component 

Service Provider URL (https://) 

End-User Directory 
(user registration) 

FusionDirectory OW2 hosted 
server 

fusiondirectory.ow2.org 

Git Repository & Issues 
(software development) 

GitLab OW2 hosted server gitlab.ow2.org/decoder 

Private Wiki 
(ref. Doc,  Deliverables) 

XWiki OW2 hosted server www.decoder-project.eu/view/wiki/ 

File Share and Sync 
(Collaborative Edition) 

NextCloud OW2 hosted server 
with LibreOffice Online instance 

nextcloud.ow2.org 

Public WebSite 
(news, events, collateral) 

XWiki OW2 hosted server www.decoder-project.eu 

Mailing Lists 
(interactions, support) 

Sympa OW2 hosted server 
 

mail.ow2.org/wws/info/decoder-all 

LinkedIn Group 
(social discussions) 

LinkedIn free online services www.linkedin.com/groups/12176129/ 

Twitter account 
(social discussions) 

Twitter free online services www.twitter.com/decoderproject 
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Collaboration Platform 
Component 

Service Provider URL (https://) 

SlideShare 
(presentations) 

SlideShare free online services www.slideshare.net/DecoderProject 

Webinars, Meetings 
(tutorials, remote sessions) 

Zoom OW2 subscribed online 
service 
 

zoom.us 
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4 Summary and Conclusion 

In this document the collaborative infrastructure provided to the DECODER project participants 

is described. The structure of the web site with details about the home page and the main 

editorial sections is presented. The content of the web site is not static, it will be updated on 

an on-going basis with events, workshops, publications, collateral, and public deliverables. 

This report also explains the collaborative infrastructure resources and tools that support the 

DECODER teamwork and collaboration in software development, project management and 

dissemination activities. More software and online services may be provided if required by the 

partners to improve their tasks, for example a webTV channel or software quality tools. 
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Appendix 

To improve its visibility, the DECODER project has adopted a project logo. OW2 was the main 

partner responsible for the design of the project logo, including the colors, fonts and icons. This 

logo will be used in all dissemination tools from internal documents and reporting templates to 

external communication tools such as the website, presentations and brochures. This 

consistent graphical identity will support effective communication and recognizable 

dissemination activities. 

The DECODER logo and the following project colors will be used in all the project public 

collateral, including flyers, posters, stickers, printed and online documents. 

 

 

Figure 7: DECODER Logo 

 

Table 3: DECODER Colors 

First level colors RGB Hexadecimal 

Bright Orange rgb(255, 103, 0); #FF6700 

Dark Orange rgb(166, 67, 0); #A94F20 

Black rgb(0, 0, 0); #000000 

White rgb(255, 255, 255); #FFFFFF 

Bright Green rgb(94, 208, 189); #5ED0BD 

Dark Green rgb(0, 105, 87); #006957 

 

Information about DECODER template files, fonts, logo and color variations, is available for 

the project participants in the private template section: https://www.decoder-

project.eu/view/wiki/template/ 

https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/wiki/template/
https://www.decoder-project.eu/view/wiki/template/
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